Countdown

By Caleb Madison

ACROSS
1. Hung (around)
7. They're sent ahead
13. “Sex Therapy” singer Robin
19. Household powdered soap brand
20. 1964 Hitchcock thriller
21. Go on a pub crawl
24. “Relax, soldier!”
25. Suffix with ranch
26. 1933 costar of Cabot and Armstrong
27. To be, in Tijuana
29. MLB game letters
33. “Eight Men Out” director, 1988
37. School founded by Thomas Jefferson
38. Aegean isle
39. Voodoo mystique
40. Genre for 69-Across
41. Keeps
44. Occupied, as a desk
45. Get by
47. “Six Degrees of Separation” director, 1993
49. Spinner with contact info
50. Madhouse
51. “Growing Pains” star Alan, to 13-Across
52. “The Office” receptionist
53. Pale ___
54. How some solve crosswords
57. “The Fantastic Four” director, 2005
60. Entry
62. ___ Fighters (Dave Grohl band)
63. Improvisor’s asset
64. Hubbub
65. Bro or sis
66. Shoots from above
69. “Se7en” director, 1995
75. Many John Wayne films
76. Politician with “Tina Fey glasses”
77. “In all likelihood...”
78. Be too sweet
79. Helpers
80. Charlemagne’s realm: Abbr.
81. Pronoun for Miss Piggy
82. “9” director, 2009
87. “Oh, brother!”
88. Split ___
89. Aura
90. ___ culpa
91. “Bewitched” witch
95. Foreign one
96. Seth Rogen’s “40-Year-Old Virgin” role
97. Campus address ender
98. WWII craft
99. WWII arena

DOWN
1. J.F.K.’s successor
2. Tic-Tac-Toe win
3. Poisonous salt
4. Sprite, archaically
5. Onetime Montreal baggers
6. “I’m such an idiot!”
7. Intellect
8. Diamond measure
9. Bacchanalia
10. Some one
11. “Wizard of Oz” metal
12. Basketball two-hander
13. Construction material
14. Party ___
15. Anger
16. “It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia” star
17. Knish server, perhaps
18. Fencing items
19. Logo on many shoes
20. The middle of dinner?
22. Deli sandwich material
23. Logo on many shoes
24. Unwanted email
25. Stet or dele
26. In a Lonely Place” director Nicholas
27. “Ain’t gonna happen!”
28. Satirical sketch comedy show starring Fred Armisen
29. “___ the season...”
30. Smiley on TV
31. Not even thinking about
32. Seis preceder
33. California hometown of the Bionic Woman and the Six Million Dollar Man
34. Overly fussy, slyly
35. John’s “Double Fantasy” collaborator
36. Has the stage
37. Hotel staffers
38. Plow puller, often
39. Hotel staffers
40. Stet or dele
41. “In a Lonely Place” director Nicholas
42. Shaping tool
43. Has the stage
44. Unwanted email
45. 51-Across wife
46. Overly fussy, slyly
47. John’s “Double Fantasy” collaborator
48. Overly fussy, slyly
49. “In a Lonely Place” director Nicholas
50. Handsome, in a way
51. Made
52. Potentate
53. Filenames for instructions, often
54. Party ___
55. 69-Across genre
56. “In a Lonely Place” director Nicholas
57. “___ in the Hole” (1951 Billy Wilder movie)
58. “La Dolce ___”
59. “Ain’t gonna happen!”
60. “La Dolce ___”
61. Crater part
62. Unwanted email
63. “Moonrise Kingdom” director Anderson
64. Type of Pokemon owned by Ash Ketchum
65. Back of a hit
67. Long long time
68. Basketballer Channing
69. Miami-___ County
70. Yankee or Twin
71. Made
72. Deli sandwich material
73. Suffix with switch
74. Curb
75. Type of Pokemon owned by Ash Ketchum
76. “__ in the Hole” (1951 Billy Wilder movie)
77. Astronomer Edwin with a telescope named after him
78. “Providing that’s the case...”
79. Astronomer Edwin with a telescope named after him
80. Yankee or Twin
81. “___ in the Hole” (1951 Billy Wilder movie)
82. Libel
83. Quickly
84. Lavender relative
85. Annual September awards, with “the”
86. Pont Neuf river
87. “La Dolce ___”
88. Off, in a way
89. “La Dolce ___”
90. Foreign one
91. 51-Across wife
92. Crater part
93. Yearly, one part
94. “Moonrise Kingdom” director Anderson
95. Yearly, one part
96. Yearly, one part
97. Yearly, one part
98. Yearly, one part
99. Yearly, one part
100. Tart
101. Having gaps
102. Potentate
103. Filename for instructions, often
104. Prepare to take off, as shoes
105. Once did

For answers go to http://www.dga.org/Craft/DGAQ/All-Articles/1203-Summer-2012/Crossword-Puzzle.aspx